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to one person's word over
another.
So what's next? Does
that mean rape cases will be
thrown out for a lack of evi-
dence? What a sad situation
for the person already afraid
to come forward for fear of
revictimization by the
courts.
This weeks cover
story focuses on this very
issue since its impact has
been felt with three recent
cases at Boise State. The
purpose of the article is to
make people aware that
destroying the credibility of
those who have been victim-
ized and falsely accusing an
innocent party for personal
gain are heinous crimes.
Doing so only makes
those of us who have been
attacked wonder if we're
believed.
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Supreme Court deci-
sion to affect student
organization funding.
cover
False accusations
undermine victims'
credibility.
"The poetry on
the bus goes ... " '
Proving rape presents
one of the most difficult
challenges for prosecutors
across the country, and
many of those assaulted
don't come forward at all for
fear they won't be believed.
Those who fiJe false
reports for whatever reason '
only perpetuate society's
unwillingness .to trust the
victim.
The case often comes
down to who's telling the
truth .because forensic evi-
dence in rape' situations
often proves inconclusive.
And now that false reports
are rising, authorities seem
less willing to give credence
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Supreme Court case questions whether student
fees should go to special interest groups
decision could have far t:eaching effect
on the continuance of diverse clubs
and organizations across campus
, 'We fund things as taxpay-
ers we don't enjoy," Brett
Cottrell, ASBSU chief of staff
says, drawing a comparison
between taxes and student fees.
Pending a decision in the
Supreme Court, the case SOlllb·
uortb, et tIl r< Grebe, el at, could
rock the financial foundation of
colleges across the nation,
including Boise State. A group
of s~dents from the University
of Wisconsin sued their regents
over the $165.75 mandatory stu-
dent activity fee collected each
year at the university.
The students felt the
requirement violated their right
to freedom of speech because
some of the fees were going to
''Yes, either they
have to support all
or none of them."
\
r-
student organizations whose
views,the plantiffs do not agree
with, Among the 18 University
of Wisconsin organizations
called into question are the
Campus Women's Center, Stu-
dents of National Organization
for Women, The International
Socialist Organization and
Community Action on Latin
America.
Initial judgement of the
case went in favor of the plain-
tiffs. However, the board of
regents is appealing and the
case should be heard by the
Supreme Court with a decision
by this spring.
The court's decision
could affect the finances of
Boise State and many of the
public' universities across the
nation. "If that decision was
upheld, and BSU,had to adjust
their form of funding, it would
be a beaurocratic nightmare,"
Cottrell-says.Boise State would
be forced to create a technical ~
cu
opt-out system for students. ~
. c
Even then the money an opttng ~ l_
out student would receive .5. -.
would add up to mere pennies.
About $17 of BSU stu-. '
dents' mandatory activity fees
goes to ASBSU, Boises State's
student government. ASBSU
senate then decides how to dis-
perse those funds to campus
clubs and organizations.
"The campus ACLU
received $75 from ASBSU. If a
student decided to opt out, they
might receive a quarter of a
cent. Is a quarter of a cent such
an infringement on free
speech?" asks Cottrell.-"I don't
ASBSU'sBrett Cottrell urges students to
get involved if they want change.
expect the federal court deci-
sion to be upheld."
A majority of Boise
State's organizations have an
ideological tilt to them,
Should your student fees be
used to finance all groups
on campus, even those you
do not support?
Shawn McKee
Senior
"No, because I'm a
senior and it doesn't
pertain to me any-
more."
''Yes,just because I
don't support them
doesn't mean they
don't deserve it."
including the College Democ-
rats (who receive $350), the
College Republicans ($750),
Feminist Empowerment
($700) and the Sociology Club
($782). The funding for such
organizations could decline if
the federal court's decision is
upheld.
Cottrell doesn't under-
stand' the Wisconsin students'
perspective. 'There are other
opportunites; a student, could
go to -a private school, a reli-
gious school. The form of
funding is_only for public uni-
versities. No one says they
have to go there." He adds,
"Lobbying and being involved
in things of a political nature is
part of the education process.
If you don't like; an organiza-
0-, . I • _0'
nons stance. on an lSSUe, l0tn
. the opposing organization or
, start your own."
.1--.) ---....) c'------,c~_.
ing the McCarthy history
department scholarship and an
honors department travel
scholarship," she says.
Boise State students have
also been hired to write histori-
cal depictions placed along the
Oregon Trail historical trail in
Boise. Last year the URI pro-
vided for a total of 40 student
research assistants and projects.
The URI offers SIX
research opportunities:
*Directed research,
where faculty members hire
students as research assistants.
*Interdisciplinary
research team.
"Kids Count, researched
by the College of Social Sci-
Undergraduates given opp.ortunity and
funds 10 conduct research
"the Real Deal"
Steele
news writer
A new program at -BoiseState gives undergradu-
ate students a unique opportu-
nity: the chance to conduct
research through the Under-
graduate Research Initiative.
The URI, a program of
the College of Social Sciences
and Public Affairs, specifies
three goals: providing research
opportunities for undergradu-
ates, developing a normative
culture of research for under-
graduates in the College of
Social Sciences and Public
Affairs, and letting students
contribute to the development
of ongoing research products.
The program began last
year. "The idea was, how do I
get more students involved in
each of these opportunities?"
Rob Turrisi, director of the
URI, explains.
Jane Ollenburger, the
dean of Social Sciences and
Public Affairs, and Suzanne
McCorkle, associate dean,
dreamed up the program and
gave Turrisi some guidelines
on directions it should take.
Valeri Kiesig, a Boise
State history student, received
a URI grant in 1998 to assist
Nicholas Casner's research.
With aid from the URI,
she worked at the National
Institute of Health in Bethesda,
MD, over the summer.
"The idea was,
how do I get
more students
involved in
each of these
opportuni,;.
ties?" Rob
Turrisi, direc-
tor of the URI,
explains.
"Undergraduate grant
recipients are uncommon and,
as such, I believe played a vital
role in new scholarships I have
received for [this] year, includ-
ences. Students can participate
in the process through the
URI.
"Student research travel
awards, where students can
present their findings at the
National Conference on
Undergraduate Research.
*Idaho public policy sur-
vey, where students will partic-
ipate in development of a
public policy poll developed by
the College of Social Sciences.
*Department-initiated
research projects.
For more information
on the URI, contact Turrisi at
426-1901.
Participation in the 1999. city council elections was
dismal throughout Boise. Only
about 14 percent of Boise's
registered voters turned out to
pick councilmen for seats one,
three and six.
And, although there is no Precinct 80's voting sta-
definitive way to determine tis tics do not definitively repre-
how many Boise State students sent patterns for Boise State's
voted, we can make some students. Of approximately
guesses based on voting statis- 16,000 students, not even ten
tics in precinct 80, which percent live on campus. Some
includes Boise State's campus. live in other communities and
. The news isn't good. Of others commute from another
1,243 registered voters' in . precinct. Precinct 80 also
9 th ineludes some of the neighbor-precinct SO, only 4 came to •...e
polls - a turnout of 3.9 per- hoods that surround Boise
cent.
Only four percent of Boise State
precinct 80 voted.
State.'
Boise Deputy City Clerk Voting patterns In
Robert Barros-Bailey believes precin.ci SO did differ from the
that students1l1ay not have resrofthe city.
flockcd/toyote,pecause the "electe:orin:~;be:~e, ca~~~:How many Boise issuesdi~'t'affecr.~oiseState,
State students votedlmeisSPes~~pritnll- ·'ihteling by 22 percent ;r
. . rily issues in~~~':~edty()f , challenger Glen Corbeil. e
in the city C0U1:l9!;', Boise and not the' 'uitiversity results were reversed in
elections on T~§~B:i"direcdy," he says. No statewide precinct SO, where 26 voters
<:ior national seats were at stake selected Corbeil and 22 sup-
day, Nov. 2 ?, this year, and the state legisla- ported 'Ierteling
ture deals with higher education Boise State associate pro-
much more than the city, fessor Jon Mason, running for
However, growth around seat six, received 40 percent of
the university still impacts Boise the overall vote. In precinct SO,
State, Students drive on the his support was higher - 50
roads,' and city council deals percent
with issues such as these.
New sorority, fraternity try to revive,
reinvent Greek system . .
Justin Endow
a6e writer
Anyone forkeg stands orbody shots on schoolnights?
As visitors and students at the
University of Idaho can con-
firm, hanging over a toilet and
missing class may represent the
. end result, but such trivialities
don't matter when you're Greek.
It's all about beer and "hookin'
up" isn't it?
Not so, says Brooke
Green who, along with twin sis-
ter Dawn and 20 other girls,
hope to charter a new sorority at
Boise State. "\Ve'rc trying to
build an organization that will
get people actively involved in
the university, in community
service and in their education.
Alcohol isn't a part of chapter
events."
Not official events, any-
Your chance to will
concert tickets coming
. soon. Watch the.
classifieds for details.
Don't
take the
Bait
way. ''We don't monitor what
members do on their own time.
Many of us like to drink, so we
have parties. But none of it is
associated with the sorority, and
we make sure the girls realize
they're representing this group
when they go out."
"TheKappa
Sigma guys
prompted us to
try this, and
they've been
really behind
us all the way."
Green and friends
recently applied for recognition
from ASBSU, attempting to
join Alpha Chi Omega as the
only social sorority at Boise
State. Another group, Kappa
Alpha Psi, a fraternity tradition-
ally composed of 'African-
Americans and other racial
minorities, also began express-
ing interest in BSU. They cur-
rently house a chapter at Idaho
State University.
"Right now we're trying
to organize ~ plan for expan-
sion," says Chris (CD) Daniels,
a member of ISU's Kappas.
"We're looking to have a chap-
ter set up at BSU by 2002."
The women's group has
more immediate plans. They
will start out as a local sorority,
meaning they will nor have any
official tics to a national estab-
lishment. Once they gain
ASBS~'s approval, they \~11
begin working to meet affilia-
tion.requirements setdown by
Delta Delta Delta, an organiza-
tion with over 130 chapters
across the country.
"I t's really been a lot of
Pregnant?
and need help ...
FREE
Pregnancy test
BIRTHRIGHT
1101 N.28th
342-1898
Boise, Idaho. 83702
.All help is confidential
and""'e·
"-800 ..550-4900 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-....... . .....•
work," Green says. "But our
friendships have really pulled
together. All of us are dedi-
cated to making this happen."
So far, the Deltas found
that Boise State's current
groups generally support the
expansion. "The Kappa Si!,'111a
guys prompted us to try this,
and they've been really behind
us all the way."
"Boise State's system is
really open," says Adrian
Patrick, president of the Greek
Council. "The support is there.
I f we can build the campus
awareness with new groups the
system should continue to
grow."
But until Greeks can
shake the nationwide negative
image that's plagued them due
to decades of mistakes, growth
will remain difficult at best.
Green suggests that strength
can only start ~rom within,
"We need to build Greek
unity before we can go out to
campus," she asserts. "If we
have no internal strength, we
can't grow from an external
standpoint," -
Once that's done, the
Deltas and Kappa Alpha Psi
will need to demonstrate how
they can add to the campus
community. Daniels says that
his organization focuses
intensely on achievement.
"We encourage members
to succeed spiritu~y and aca-
demically. We keep our mern-
bers on track with tutorial
services and 'community
involvement."
To sum up, he adds, ''We
really just come down to build-
ing a brotherhood. That's what
this is all about,"
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Commander of international troops to speak at BSU
R'etired Maj. Gen. WilliamL. N~sh, the us. Army
general who com- .
manded international troops in
Bosnia-Herzegovina, will speak
at the Frank Church Confer-
ence on Public Affairs this
,Thursday night.
The 16th annual Frank
Church Conference begins
tomorrow at 9 a.m, in the Stu-
dent Union Building's Jordan
Ballroom. Two speakers and
two panel discussions are
planned during the day before
Nash's presentation at 7:30p.m.
This year's conference,
'juggling Pragmatism and Prin-
ciple: Interventionism and the
Balkan Experience," is free and
open to the public, including
Boise State students. The topic
of the conference. typically
alternates between environ-
mental and foreign policy
themes, two of Church's areas
of interest while he served as a
US. Senator.
Church founded the con-
ference to inform people on
issues, which goes back to, his
lifelong mission for intelligent
debate about various topics
according to Chris Bouneff,
Boise State's public relations
officer.
Historian Arthur Sch-
lessinger, then-Senator AI Gore
and former Oregon Senator
Mark' Hatfield have all spoken
at past Frank Church Confer-
ences.
The topic this year is
especially timely.It was chosen
while the United States
attempted to keep the peace in
Kosovo, and American foreign
intervention remains a hot
topic.
"This year, because
Kosovo was about to happen
(when the topic was decided),
they thought it would be
timely,"saysBoise State profes-
sor of history Nick Miller.
Miller added that Church influ-
enced when the United States
intervened internationally in the
1960s and 1970s.
Nash, Thursday night's
speaker, served as commander
of Task Force Eagle, the multi-
national division of more than
25,000 troops from 12 coun-
tries charged with enforcing the
Readyfor the Ski season?
Need to know where to find
the best powder?
THf
inter
Retired Maj. General William L. Nash
Dayton Peace Accords in
, Bosnia, in 1995 and 1996.
He was the first Ameri-
can officer since World War II
to exercise tactical control over
Russian and Polish forces.
At 9 a.m, tomorrow,
William Stuebner, of the
United States Institute of
Peace, will deliver the confer-
ence's keynote address, "Inter-
vention in the Balkans: Failure
of Willor Failureof Wisdom?"
Stuebner currently works
to establish a truth and recon-
ciliation commission for
Bosnia-Herzegovina. He
served as a field investigator in
Bosnia-Herzegovina for the
chief prosecutor of the Inter-
national Criminal Tribunal in
the Hague.
A panel discussion on
interventionism and US. for-
eign policy between Barton
Bernstein and Lester Kurtz
takes place at 10 a.m. Bernstein
teaches history at Stanford Uni-
versity and Kurtz teaches soci-
ology at the University of
Texas.
At noon, Greg Ray-
mond, the director of Boise
State's honor college and ra
nationallyrecognized expert on
foreign affairs, will speak on
"How Doves Become Hawks:
Moral Imperatives and Ameri-
can Foreign Policy."
Although admission to
Raymond's speech is free,' a
luncheon will be served. Open
seating for the meal costs $8 for
students and $12 for the general
public.
On another panel, Chuck
Sudetic and Carol Lillywill dis-
cuss US. intervention in the
Balkans at 1:45 p.m. Sudetic
covered the war in Bosnia-
Herzegovina for the .New Y1Jrk
Times.
Lilly,a history professor at
the University of Nebraska,
focuses her research on the for-
mer Yugoslavia and is writing a
book-length project on
"Women, Ethnic Mobilization
and War in the Former
Yugoslavia,1991c1995."
The panelists will answer
questions-at 3 p.m.
.The Frank Church Chair
of Public Affairs, the Boise
State College of Social Sciences
and Public Affairs aad the
Madeleine H. Russell Fund of
the Columbia Foundation all
sponsor the conference.
find the answers to all your ski needs and guestions ....
Brought to you by........
)Boise State'sbest tasting secret
news writer
Rather than focusing onthe structure of a tomato
cell, the Culinary Arts program
at BSU concentrates on the
food's effect on taste buds. The
program practices the day-to-
day uses of tomatoes and other
foods-namely, eating.
l\side from learning how
to prepare international cuisine,
students receive instruction on
safe and sanitary food handling,
professional food service and
customer relations, menu plan-
ing and execution and supervi-
sion, and training of personnel.
All 'students wear standard
black and white serving uni-
forms as'well.
Some graduates of the
program go on to become food
salespersons, restaurant owners,
During ,the next
fouri-weeks. the, Culina.ry
Arts8chool~t BiiseS~te
~, .. ' , ",' : _: ','. :-'
University will host, an
ethnic buffet every ,
Wednesday~ .The themes
"will include' So~th'of~e
Border Oct. 27. NewE~g-
: fand 'StyleNov: 3,CajuQ '
a.nd Creole Nov. 10 and '
... ,..... ,.... '-'-"',":,
•Ha",iHan "Style Nav;i7. '
·Each m~al cost~:$6;50'
:~i~stax..The,:.~lJff~twiJi'
•'be.hdd'in ,the fiti~··dining."
~~~~,~
". ',';,:.~";f£~,~'
chefs, bakers and caterers.Boise
State graduate Ban Adkins
received an offer for a position
at the White House before
accepting a job at Caesar's
Palace, in Las Vegas, Nev.
Adkins currently teaches at the
California Academy in Califor-
nia.
Another graduate, Brian
Brockenstelle, .competed and
placed first at lastmonth's state-
wide ice carving competition at
the Boise Center on the Grove .. t
The department has:5
three full time instructors and ~
one part time lab assistant. J::
c
Each year between 35-40 stu-l
dents enroll in the school. This ~
translates into an excellent stu- ]
, ~
dent to educator ratio, accord- ;.;.
ing to culinary instructor Vern S
Hickman. Students can choose f
between a one and half year
technical degree or a two-year
associates degree course.
Hickman went on to
explain that the students must
participate in three labs:
kitchen, bakery. and, dining
- room, Tuesday through Friday
from 11 :30 a.m, to 1;00 p.m.
Students spend Mondays in the
classroom to prepare for the
following week. The course is
the divided into two outlets:
fine dining and deli.
At the culinary arts din-
ing facility,across from the new'
engineering building, faculty,
students and the public enjoy a
variety of baked goods, sand-
wiches and entrees prepared
and served daily in a restaurant
environment.
The deli offers items
such as potato herb bread for
$1.50 a loaf, German chocolate
. brownies. for 75 cents and
Hearty Hoagie sandwiches for
$3. "I love their German
The Culinary Arts program offers tasty treats while teaching
students skills in the kitchen .
chocolate brownies," freshman
Tammy Crites exclaims,
The menu for the fine din-
ing section offers entrees such as
pepper-crusted pork loin, grilled
chicken and pumpkin and apple
cheddar French toast. An
entree's price ranges between
$5.50 to $6.50.
The Culinary Arts pro-
gram operates on a cost recov-
_ery system; no profits come
from the school's food sales.
The money earned returns to
the system to purchase and
maintain equipment for the
facilityaswell as food and sup-
plies.
Any tips received in the
dining room are divided into
two separate funds. One sup-
p0rts!1.s<:h0~hip awarded to
a student at the end of the
semester, and the other is used
for community service projects
such as the Make-a-Wish Foun-
dation.
College of Business
honors Pline
Patrick Pline, a senior CIS
and networking and telecom-
munications double major, has
been named October student of
the month by the College of
Business and Economics.
He served a summer
internship at the Idaho Depart-
ment of Water Resources and
earned a CIS departmental
scholarship. He also appears in
the Ir/ho} Who AmOIIg h"encan
College Shldm/s.
Christensen receives
internship in Switzer- .
land
Aireus Christensen, a sen-
ior mechanical engineering
major, has been awarded an
internship with ABB-Alstom, a
power generation company in
Switzerland.
He will be there Novem-
ber .through April 2000. Chris-
tensen also received a Wal-Mart
Competitive Edge scholarship.
He graduated from Boise
l-lighSchooUn 199?-,-_
c@J)
Professor lands
major grants to help
build family bonds
Boise State University
psychology professor Rob
Turrisi has been awarded
nearly $1.6 million in grants in
an effort to cut binge drinking
among college-bound teens
and reduce the risk of skin
cancer among pre-teens,
The awards from the
American Cancer Society and
the National Institute of Alco-
hol Abuse and Alcoholism
allow Turrisi to take a novel
approach to each problem.
Rather than follow the old
model of issuing strong warn-
ings about the health hazards •
associated with sun worship-
ping and alcohol abuse, Tl.l!risi
will work on strengthening
family relationships.
. "We're not only inter-
ested in changing behaviors on
these health problems. Our
focus comes down to improv-
ing family relationships," he
says.
The NIAAA granted
Turrisi about $1.2 million to
address his grant proposal,
titled "Early Intervention to
Prevent Student Binge Drink-
ing," over the next three years.
Turrisi also received
nearly $450,000 over two years
from the American Cancer,
Society, to build bonds among
parents and their elementary-
age children to reduce skin.
cancer.
The two grants put
Idaho at the national forefront
of new research that suggests
a more global approach when
dealing with children and
changing their risk behaviors.
Engineering profs
get $500,000grant
for wireless commu-
nication research
(-------....c-~.
. With a $500,000
National Science Foundation
grant to get things started,
Boise State University moves
toward becoming a primary
research and development
center for the technologies
required for futuristic pocket
personal communicators.
The goal is to build the
research and development
infrastructure in Idaho for
rapid commercialization of
fourth-generation wireless
communication devices.
In addition to hand-held
video conferencing capabilities,
the communication devices
will allow users to access the
In August, the NSF's
Experimental Program to
Stimulate Competitive
Research announced that it had
awarded the two-year grant to
Boise State's department of
electrical engineering in collab- .
oration with the Idaho Small
Business Development Center
and the Idaho Department of
Commerce. The grant's princi-
pal investigators are electrical
engineering professors
Stephen Parke and Gary Erick-
son.
World Wide Web or perhaps
allow monitoring medical
patients' vital signs and other
conditions. The devices will
physically resemble a. cellular .
telephone, but include the
capability to connect with satel-
lites and provide instant audio,
video and Internet access
among people from any loca-
tion on earth.
''\V'e plan for this work
on wireless communication
devices to spin off into some
new small companies in the
Treasure Valley," Parke says.
Parke and Erickson have
started quarterly wireless
research roundtable meetings at
Boise State. The meetings are
open to all interested high-tech
engineers, researchers and
entrepreneurs in the area.
APPl1 onl1ne in
late November.
The One-Year MBA
Program at the .
David Eccles School
of Business.
Having an MBA is virtually 'a prerequisite for
business success. But two years can seem like an
eternity.Cut that time inhalfwith theOne-YearMBA
Program from the David Eccles School of Business
at the University of Utah. Open to current business
majors or recent (within the past 10years) graduates
from an accredited school, the One- Year MBA
Programbuildsupon core undergraduatebusinesscur-
riculum, eliminating repetition and allowing you
to eam your MBA in [ust one calendar year. VISitour
web site at www.business.utah.edwrnasterS,or call 801-
581.7785 for more information. But don't delay,
january 15 is the application deadline.
DAVID ECCLES SCHOOL OF BUSIN.ESS
I "Building FOlDIdations for Business Leadership·
·~)-'---') C",,-: •
,Medieval times come alive at,Boise State
Jodi McPhee
s eeial to The Arbiter
Looking for some recre-ation, or perhaps some
education in medieval history?
Or both? 111enthe Society for
Creative Anachronism just
might fit the bill.
The Boise chapter of the
5C/\, including Boise State stu-
dent members, offers a unique
recreational and educational
atmosphere focused on the
reconstruction of medieval his-
tory, says Lady Muirenn, aka
graduate student linda Yordy,
assistant director of the Center
for Management Development.
The purpose of the soci-
ety, according to Yordy, is to
provide both members and the
community with a taste of his-
tory,yetmake it enjoyableat the
same time, Members dress in
period garb, participate in
monthly guild meetings, play
their parts in tournaments and
choose the name of an actual
person from Middle Age his-
tory.
"\'Ve like to have fun,"
explainsYordy. ''We do a lot of (.
:demos..,Wego into the schools
and do demos or we show up ~
~for school carnivals and that '"~
kind of thing." ~
cA few years back the 0E
society offered a King Arthur ~
theme at the library. People dis- ~
played leather stamping and $
e
fighters appeared heavy with £
their armor.
The fully costumed
group, with rapier fighters
appeared at therecent Museum
Comes Alive event. They set
up pavilions, including an arts
and sciences exhibit.,An artist
also worked on medieval draw-
ings for spectators.
''We do stress the educa-
tion, especially in the arts and
sciences," saysYordy.
And Yordy's persona,
Lady Muirenn, isn't fabricated.
Aaron DePaladin (left), Aric Neighbours (center) and Trent
Schlauch (right) prepare for a night of medieval history.
The name-choosing process is
precise. The society strives to
locate actual names used during
the period, she says.
"Most of us are nobility,"
said Yordy, adding that some
people come up with stories
, .,.~:,
,'"r '-':':,"
. -s , i·'.)/.~'_<",:
Many youngsters become
active within the organization,
by accompanying their parents.
About 15Boise State stu- The society includes a Bobber
dents and 80 active community Tournament where children
members make up the barony battle with big ne~f-type
the students belong to. weapons, though they can't
The nobles are busy get- engage in heavy fighting until
ting ready for the baronial age 16.. Safety is the issue.
championship coming up on ''That's always foremost in any
Nov. 20. of these," saysYordy.
The baronial champi- Groups within the group
onship is the forum where the pursue specific interests. Partie-
arts and sciences competition ipants can' join dance groups,
takes' place, explains Yordy. music,'needlework and costum-
Music, costuming, needlework, ing guilds and even train as
cooking and equestrian events medieval fighters.
will be displayed. The projects Students interested in
will be judged, and an arts and joining should call ~nda Yordy
sciences champion picked. at 342-3643. Community
However, if a member wants to members who wish, to join
enter in the competition, they should contact Elizabeth
must provide documentation Emerson at 321-1987.
for the piece they enter, says "It's not just a fantasy,
Yordy. This reflects the educa- you know, go out and dress up
tional side of the society. The and· have a good .time," says
applicant must demonstrate Lady Muirenn. , ''We really do
_.research_~lJld.JhaLthe_entty __.. trytoemulate what they did in..
remains true to the period. the Middle Ages. Except for'
Anyone from the king- the plaguel"
dom may participate, including
children, saysYordy.
about the histories of their
parentage to enhance their per-
sona.
(-----c..-III
Broncos dominate Arkansas State
' .
sports writer
A bright, warm and sunnyday greeted 24,022 fans
on Saturday afternoon as the
Broncos routed the Indians of
Arkansas State in a blazing 63-
10 tum-out-the-lights victory.
The attendance was the
second largest of the year in
Bronco Stadium, yet six thou-
sand seats were left empty for
the penultimate home game of
the season despite a 3-1 confer-
ence record.
A loud and feisty crowd
dwindled following halftime as
Boise State led 35-3, but the
Broncos didn't turn apathetic
and were able to score another
28 points in the second half
despite the presence of the
Bronco's second and third
stringers playing the' final one
and a half quarters of the
game.
t
''We're up there, .I mean
we're really high right now
that's for sure ...," says quarter-
back Bart Hendricks. "Confi-
dence is really up there."
Hendricks led the Bron-
cos in rushing with 114 yards
and helped' the team to 582
total yards.
''When your teams click-
ing and things are going
well ...you just feel like your
superman out there," says
Hendricks.
Superman or not, the
junior from Reno, Nev. threw
furthre~rourndownsandran
another TD in himself
"Out there on the blue
it's exttemely fun," says line-
backer Kareem Williams.
"That's all we're doing right
now is. having fun. As long as '
we keep it up and have a lot of
fun, go out. there and do our
job, we'll be alright."
"I think, we played one
of our best games this year as a
defensive unit," adds Williams.
Hendricks(17)enJoyecla career dayagalnstASU, passlngJor
205 yards andthreelD's. He also ran {or 114Y8rds and onelD.
Most interestingly, the
Bronco offense still seems to
feel they have a lot of room for
improvement. This after scor-
ing 63 points-good enough to
tie for the fourth highest point
total in Boise State history.
"We didn't play our besto
•• ~ game yet, and I am sure the
.... J....... ,-:r; fans haven't seen the best game,
but it's coming," guarantees
freshman receiver Jay Swillie.
''We're a team that is still
building, but we've come into
our own," says Williams. ''We're
starting to show what we really
have, there is .lots of skills on
this team, and as long as we
keep doing that nothing but
good things will happen."
The Bronco defense held
ASU to 34-yards rushing on
Saturday, a task Boise State will '
need to duplicate this weekend
as they face the number one
rushing team in the Big West
Receiver Jay Swillie(I)Jriakes one of
his several catches over the middle.
Conference, New Mexico
State.
Last weekend, New
Mexico State ran for 220 yards
against Utah State. On Oct. 30,
Boise State rushed for 193
yards and allowed Utah State to
gain 224 yards.
USU running attacked
for 85-yards versus NMSU.
.I--rJ-_-.-..ol)
New Mexico State favors
a power "I" formation offense
and relies hea~y on the option
play.
The tactic is difficult to
defend against because the QB
has the option to throw, run, or
pitch the ball to one of his tail-
backs.
In 1998, NMSU ran for
322 yards against the BSU
defense in a offensive shoot-
out where Boise State pulled
out the win 55-51 in Las
Cruces, N.l\I.
This rear Boise State
leads the BWC in scoring, but
New Mexico State is a close
second. As such, this weekend's
matchup looks like an offensive
shoot-out and one in which
homefield advantage may offer
the determining factor.
The Broncos are 6-0 on
the blue turf this season and
have outscored opponents 237
to 90 in Bronco Stadium.
"Our players are playing
good football right now. ..,"
states Koetter. "Our guys are
playing with confidence and
the players are making plays.
It's no magic potion, we're
making plays."
WcAke. LAp '10LA( tc.ste. btAc/S
c.f+er t~e.Lt sReep rn(OLAq~ cRc.ss.
'0. 0.
, PLAYER OF THE GAMEo
:~:'~~~~~~~~!§5~~~~~i~;i"
, Hendricks continues to break BronC(i.reco~:t~ntlyhe is:~edthird ~m(jstt.o~ ~i:
'career y:irds WithS,'S02. H~ is also third fufuost y~s'pas~gl ~Ueer~~g5;t02:}Ieridriclci:
~'JjehindT~ny Hilde,in most paSsing attempts/car~~rwith 733~ridills6i~ril~s~paSs"
compietions/career . '405. .' . . ...., . .. " ' ' .. . ' ,
.Th~ junior m?ve~' from a tie at, foUrcl1iii nlost touchdown p~sses/ eareerto tIilidi,ri . .
Bronco history passing for 37. "" .'" ., '.',.
. Hendrieb is aiso fankedsecotid an-time ,with 15"~aree~206 pi~ yard p~siilggairies. '
Hilde remains first with 26. " . .", . '.. .... ,'> ",'
. , ._________________ 'iIIIiII _
•
, '
Come to Fresh Express,and Bronco Bookstore,to get. a 20-oz. bottle
ot Oooa-Oola" classic and a SNICKERS Bar tor only 99 cents.
·Offer valid 11/1 - 11/30 or while supplies laSt. '
. , '
, ' .
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Boise State student takes gold in
collegiate rae Kwon Do tournament
compete," explains Stephen-
son.
Dave Stewart
sports writer
Bob Drozda, the chief
instructor, coach, and advisor
for the club, explains that there
are three tracks of comfletition
in Tae Knon Do open to mem-
bers of the club. One involves
competing in the United States
Tae Kson Do Union Senior
National Tournament.
''The top first, 'second
and third place finishers in each
state get to compete for the U.
S. National Team," Drozda
says.
Chalk up another champi-. onship for a Boise State
athlete. Sophomore Paul
Stephenson took the gold
medal in the open sparring
competition at the National
Colle.giate Tae Kwon Do Tour-
nament last month in Pomona,
CaIi£ (Oct. 23).
Stephenson, a blue belt, is
the president of the Boise State
Tae Kwon Do club, and has
been involved with the group
since he became a student here
almost two years ago.
Stephenson competed in
the Blue Belt heavyweight divi-
sion.winning the top prize in an
open sparring event and taking
third place in forms competi-
tion.
"Students from colleges
all over the nation come to
The second option is the
team trials for the. U. S.
Olympic team. The 2000
Olympics in Sydney, Australia,
will 'mark the first orne Tae
Kuon Do' ranks as an official
medal sport in the Olympics.
"The third track is what
Paul did," continues Drozda.
From the NationalColle-
giate Tournament, winners in
the Black Belt divisions con-
tinue on to the World Univer-
sity Games.'
Stephenson is the first
Boise State student to win at
the national tournament.
''We always do well, but
this time we're real proud," says
Drozda.
Drozda has been ~
involved in coaching Tae Kwon ~
Do clubs and teams for 27 c...
years. He began at the Univer- ..
sity of Nebraska at Omaha and
has been at Boise State since
1993. .a
o
Boise State's Tae Kwon ,g
Do club competes frequently in a.
local tournaments including an
annual event ill Sun Valley and
the First Security Games in
. Pocatello, as well as trips to
Montana and Utah for compe-:<{,J
, .. , .. _ ... - .. " -, ".. : .... ,.' .. " ~~
titions against other dubs.
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Unfounded rape allegations at Boise State:
why victims falsely accuse
made. the story up; the third
such incident in recent months.
It's a problem the U.S.
Justice Department sees on the
increase in college campuses
across the country.
According to the FBI,
one of every 12 claims of rape
filed in the United States are
later deemed 'unfounded,'
meaning the case was closed
because the alleged victim
recanted or investigators found
no evidence of a crime.
Deputy Dan Herrity with
the' Ada County Sheriff's
Erica Hill
editor in chief
The victim of an apparentattempted rape near
Boise State's campus
confessed to the Ada County
Sheriff's Department that she
Department says filing false
reports puts an added strain on
law enforcement resources
because it requires pulling in
extra manpower has to be
called in.
"We have to respond to
everythi~g as if it's legitimate
because if there is a rapist we
want to take every step possi-
ble to ensure everyone's safety
and that means some detec-
tives have to come in on over-
time."
The first such local inci-
dent this year occured about
fivemonths ago when a female
reported a suspect had
attempted to abduct her at
Broadway and Howe. The sec-
ond took place July 22 when
another woman told police she
had been riding her bike in the
vicinity of the Greenbelt near
the stadium when she was
abducted and driven todle
Vista/Dorian area and raped.
Detectives and deputies
responded to the most recent
~ incident on Nov. 1 around 11
S p.m. near the Friendship
~ Bridge on the Greenbelt, and
~ subsequently posted safety
::I:~ signs around campus calling
g for increased awareness of
~ possible danger in the area.
~. The woman has now beena-.
~' charged with obstructing an
officer and filing a false police
report after confessing to
authorities the incident never
happened.
One Boise State rape
survivor says she, was raped
and beaten at age 15, a claim
deemed true by authorities. But
she told police that at age 30
she Was attacked again and was
th~n •arrested. on false charges
>.f :Blpe.ligtltsa,f~ttPhQ{l~s"gnB()iseSt8.te's~ampusserve·asa,.y.",;,,~:;~,s;;i~t-'·•.·,:; .~..... ..
~,I~ili'ii"'1_~ii)"i;~;~~li~~I;~~j1.)~Pkn ::
either reallyleft long-term scars.
The rape left me with a broken
nose which took a long time to
heal..The false accusation cost
me a lot of worry, dragged on
and on in the courts, and left
me with an arrest record. I'd say
they caused me a comparable
amount of grief."
A 1994 study at Purdue
University's Department of
Sociology and Anthropology
may offer some a~swers as to
why some women falsely
accuse. The project examined
the history of unfounded rape
allegations, and how legitimate
cases were discounted until
pressure from women groups
caused them to be taken more
seriously.With the cooperation
of the police agency of a met-
ropolitan community about the
size of Boise, 45 consecutive,
disposed, false rape allegations
covering a 'nine year period
were studied. These fake
charges constituted 41 percent
of the total forcible rape cases
reported during this period.
The respondents to'. the
study admitted these lies pro-
vided an alibi, sought revenge,
and served to obtain sympathy
and attention. One 19-year old
woman claimed she told police
she.was attacked on an outdoor
basketball court, saying a man
with a six-inch steak knife.
grabbed her from behind,
threw her down and raped her.
She provided a detaileddescrip-
tion of the man, including his
'lavender or pink shirt,' curly
hair and blue jeans. But gradu-
ally her account unraveled.
Investigators found no physical
evidence of a sexual assault.
And inconsistencies emerged in
tile teenager's story. Sixteen
days after reporting the attack,
the woman told police shehid
• -, -" •. 0- .'
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made up the story~ According
to the police report, she' said
she had feared pregnancy as a
result of her first sexual
encounter.
The, allegations can
deliver a haunting experience to
~~whywould any
woman put her-
self through the
ordeal of prose-
cutinga rape
case for. such
frivolous rea-
sons?"
those falsely accused and sub-
jected to a lengthy and costly
ordeal. When former New
York police officer Desmond
Robinson was accused of sexu-
ally assaulting a policewoman
during a night of bar-hopping,
the case dragged on for five
months after the alleged victim
was caught in a major lie: she
first denied and . then had to
admit that they engaged in con-
sensual sex in the bathroom of
one of the bars, though she still
insisted that he forced her to
perform oral sex later that
night. When she changed her
story yet again and reverted to
insisting that there had been no
consensual sex' at all, the sexual
assault charges were finally
The Ada County
Sheriff's
Department
must bring in ~
detectives and :e-e
conduct follow- ~
up interviews
with rape vic-
tims to ensure
their accusa- .
dons are nor
false.
,.-
dropped. '
"The judicial system is '
not perfect. Stories can always
. be countered with claims of
indifference to real victims. But
the 'women don't lie' dogma
has led to serious infringe-
ments on the rights of accused
men," says the BSU rape sur-
vivor.
The increase of false
allegations has also forced
authorities to rethink the way
they handle such claims, mak-
ing it more difficult for legiti-
mate charges to be taken
seriously.
Herrity says authorities
conduct second interviews in
most sexual assault reports to
verify the facts.
"We look at them espe-
cially if there are inconsisten-
cies in the s~ory. Attempted
rapes are even more difficult to
determine because of the lack
of forensic evidence."
The absence of such
,.proof also .makes it hard to
prosecute some cases' accord-
ing to Charlene Hobercht, a
volunteer at the Rape Crisis
Advocacy Center in Boise.
"A lot of rapists use con-
doms or don't ejaculate, so it's
really hard for the authorities
to do anything."
The Boise State rape vic-
tim points out that the factors
which .make rape such a diffi-
cult crime to prove make it a
tempting one to falsely accuse.
"It isn't surprising when
there's no evidence. If I claim
that you stole my car, people
are going to demand physical
evidence, or witnesses. But if
you claim that I raped, you, it
isn't surprising that there were
no 'Witnesses and no physical
evidence," says the ~nonymous
'student.
Some believe most are
valid charges that are nixed
because the authorities lack suf-
ficient proof or distrust
acquaintance rape claims. The
"believe the woman" principle
has also gained ground in the
legal system. Once, many state
laws required the testimony of
lie accuser to be corroborated
by other evidence. '
"Thank go<,ll.lness,"
writes New. York prosecutor
Linda Fairstein in her book SIX-
/fal Violence, "[the victim's] testi-
mony-when credible-e-is .all
that's neededto convict a rapist,
as with any other criminal."
Fairstein says rape recan-
tations could result from the
complainants' desire to avoid a
"second assault" at lie hands
of the polite. Rather than pro-
ceed with lie real charge of
rape, victims withdraw their
accusations to avoid the
trauma of police investigation.
"Why would any woman
put herself through the ordeal
of prosecuting a rape case for
such frivolous reasons?" she
asks.
"Yes, no normal woman
would concoct a false claim of
rape to exact revenge on a for-
mer boyfriend, or for any' other
reason," responds lie BSU stu-
dent. "But no normal man
would rape a woman, either,
Unfortunately, sick abnormal
people exist in society, and
Boise State has its share of
them."
Checklist for Victims of Sexual Assault
You mal', want to call. lie Rape Crisis Line (345-7273) for
instructions and support.
1. Report the crime immediately to the police.
2. Do not shower, douche, or change clothing,
3. Have a medical exam and internal gynecological exam as
soon as possible. A delay in time may destroy evidence.
a) Semen smears must be taken by a clinician.
b) Inform clinician of exact acts committed upon you and
have lie clinician note any medical evidence of them.
c) Clinician should note any bruises or injuries (bleeding,
lacerations, etc.) external or internal.
d) Have clinician test for venereal diseases (and pregnancy
later, if relevant).
4. Do not disturb me scene of lie assault.
5. Inform police of all details of attack, however intimate,
and of anything unusual' you may have noted about the
attacker. Remember what the person said and how it was
said. It may lead to the arrest of me assailant.
6. Show police any external bruises or injuries, however
minor, resulting from the attack.
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BSU· professor leads efforts to teach Idaho students the
joy of art through the school bus poetry project
lems deciding on a location.
Then, he remembers, "Little
yellow buses chugged into my
mind, and I thought, there is a .
group just waiting to be poeti-
cal." Trusky took the idea to
Idaho Commission on the
Arts, which met the proposal
with great enthusiasm.
The transportation divi-
sion of the Idaho State
Department of Education also
loved the idea, says Trosky.
The amount of time some
children ride school buses each
day shocked him. The Depart-
ment of Education agreed this
was wasted time for the stu-
dents, and a perfect opportu-
nity to educate. The meeting
allowed Trosky to apply for a
one-year grant from the
National Endowment for the
Arts, and planning began for
the first known public school
bus poetry program in the
country.
The BSU professor
explains that after talking with
officials and bus drivers, they
agreed the best and safest place
for the posters was the ceiling. background to make art," says
Hence, the panels resemble Trusky, "I wanted poems that
skylights, and the project was would do that"
named Idaho Skylights. How- A total of 18 poems were
ever Trusk t: It tha el selected, and sets of six will beChildren on school buses ' y ,e t mer y
across the. state have been dis- placing posters on buses was distributed at the beginning of
covering Idaho Skylightsduring- . not terribly exciting. Conse-' fall, winter and spring. The
quently artists and poets will posters, designed by Sally
the last few weeks. The project J'
ride along on the buses and Stevens, Director of Printing
originated partly because some
give rk h th d . and Graphic Services at. BSUchildren ride on buses for two wo sops to e stu ent
Passengers and Stephanie Bacon of thehours or longer just to get to .
A panel of p I BSUArt Departm ent, are lami-school. Boise State English pro- eop e,
ineluding Truskv dug through nated with magn eric strips onfessor Tom Trosky thought of -s tnr
the poetry posters after being previously published poems the back. The company. Mag-
written by Idaho artists. The netic Poetry wanted to get
involved in the Poetry in Public
Places project chosen worJ(Srdai:edttecclyto- involved-and donated 250
Wh T k tl Idaho or the change in seasons. poetry kits to participating
en rus y recen y , schools..
thought. of distributing poetry ''1 m trying to show students in
posters in Boise. he had prob- the state thattheycan utilize In choosing which buses
their environment, culture or get posters, school districts
news writer
A small child leans back. against the smooth,
vinyl seat of the big, yellow
school bus. Her mind wanders
as the bus rounds a corner; the
bumpy ride .will continue for
another hour until the stop at
her house. She leans her head
back and spots. something on
the ceiling that wasn't there yes-
terday. It resembles a big win-
dow - a skylight Writing fills
each panel. She reads a poem
from the ceiling about a Nez
Perce boy who had to take a
white name when he went to
school. She spots another
poem about a firefighter, and
one in a languageshe can't read.
The young girl smiles; the mun-
dane ride just got a lot better.
"I'm trying to
show students
in the state
that they can
utilize their
environment,
culture or
background to
make art."
Idaho students help beat school bus ride boredom by gazing
above at poems displayed on vehicle's celling.
throughout the state with
routes of one to two hours
were contacted. For the six
districts that decided to partic-
ipate, the Idaho Skylight
posters went on displayduring
the first week in October.
Sally Stevens gave the
first poetry workshop in Elk
City on Oct 18. After getting
up at 6:30 a.rn., she rode on
the bus route while the driver
explained the history of' the
area. When they arrived at the
school, Stevens continued the
workshop until lunch time. By
bringing photographs to the
students and asking them to
,write about themselves, she
taught the children the mean-
ing of typography. "The teach-
ers, bus drivers and students
were all behind the project It
was very worthwhile," says
Stevens.
She describes how the
bus driver put up one of the six
posters a day.. "On the sixth
day," comments Stevens, "he
said the kids were reallyclamor-
ing for· that last poster." More
of these ride-along workshops
are scheduled for the coming
months.
The National Endow-
ment for the Arts, the Idaho
Commission on the Arts and
the BSU· English Department
provided the funding for Idaho
Skylights.
-;
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University photographer showcases Owyhee Silver
years ago. He wanted to begin
work on a more serious project,
something deeper and more
. involved than his university
work. During this period, he's
taken hundreds of shots, most
of which got tossed in .apile
and never used.
"I tend to visualize right
away what a photo should look
like," Scheer says. "If it doesn't
come out how I thought it
would, it can be pretty disap-
pointing. Sometimes, though,
an image that didn't strike me at
first may show other qualities
when I go back to it later."
A composition titled
"Shallow Graveyard" depicts a
series of large stones dotting a
section of the Snake River late
in the summer, The water, no
more than a foot deep, exudes
what Scheer calls a "patina,"
which comes from the translu-
cent effect the angle of the shot
and the desert light create in the
photo ..
Much of the plant life in
the. exhibit seems a little
blurred, a result of the wind
and tile longer shutter speeds
Justin Endow
aGewriter
Many may see Owyhee'County as nothing
more than expansive
desert full of rocks and sage-
brush. Such impressions might
change after walking through
university photographer
Charles Scheer's exhibit at the
Student Union Gallery.
Oll!yh~e Jilt'er is a' collec-
tion of black and white photo-
graphs of the Snake River
Valley, mostly from the Birds of
Prey reserve. They were taken
with tile Wista, a 4" x 5" large
format wooden view -camera
which was hand-made in Japan ..
Scheer says the allure of the
area comes from its pristine
qualities.
"I spent quite a lot of
time out mere as a child," he
remembers .•."My. father Was a
big hunter and fisherman. The
land hasn't changed much, and
although it's close to Boise, it's
just a whole new world."
The idea to photograph
this land. came to him over six
BSUphotographer Chuck Scheer's "Gemlm Boulder" is one
piece on display 1n the SUB for the month of N()vember.
\ friend. Huff's work initially
inspired Scheer to focus on
photography.
. Ollyhee Silt.ocr remains on
display in the Student Union
through the month.
photos. When I saw me shots,
I could see something in me
blurring, so just wentwith it."
Scheer dedicated this
project to Howard Huff,· his
longtime mentor, teacher and
Scheer used taking me photos.
"Initially I tried togo out
when the wind was down."
Scheer says. ;'But it was
unavoidable; the bushes would
be moving when I took the
Musical mayhem at BSU illustrates
crux of Jerusalem conflict .
musicians stood out with their
unique approach. "The
Jerusalem Trio took a different,
but thought-provoking view.
The myriad colours they have at
their disposal having the hall-
mark of impending greatness."
The Jerusalein Trio will
perform in me Special Events I
Center at 8 p.m. Nov. 13. Tick-
ets cost:$5forsiiident:S;-semors:------ ~:-- ,--..--1
I
Boise State faculty, staff, and
alumni. Tickets are $10 general
admission at Select-a Seat.
prize at the Third Osaka Inter-
national Chamber Music Com-
petition,
"J?e Jerusalem Trio was
nurtured into growth within
the Jerusalem' Music Centre.
Isaac Stern and the mayor of
Jerusalem, Teddy Kollek,
founded the facility. They
wanted a place for musicians to
gather," whether _.they were
international artists visiting.
Israel Of young locals with
blooming talent. The Trio
helps make this piano trio dif-
ferent from oilier groups. The
combination of three such
strong individuals produces
some masterful renditions of
great musical works.
The Jerusalem Trio has
coilected awardsvworld-wide,
Most recently, the trio won the
Charlotte White Salon de Vir-
tuosi Fellowship' Grantaf
Steinway Hall in New York.
Last spring, the group
took a gold medal and first .
The Jerusalem Trio have
been internationally acclaimed
for "their thoughtful and pas-
sionate music making."
The Trio have made
music together for the last ten
years. These three individuals
focus on the great romantic
works of Tchaikovsky,
Mendelssohn, Brahms and
Schumann ..The fact' mafeacli
individual possees the talent to
perform and succeed as a
soloist on an international level
Brittney Raybould
aGeeditor
I.n a land torn apart by ter-rorist bombings and sur-
rounded on all sides by ancient
enemies, three Israelis rise out
of the desert like the mythical
phoenixes of old.
The Jerusalem Trio of
Roy Shiloah on violin, Ariel
Tushinsky on cello, and Yaron
Rosenthal on piano, visits BSU
Nov. 13 as part of their second
U.S. tour ..
...~
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Indigo Girls to hit Boise with signature style
Brittney Raybould
aGe editor
With the release of theirnew album, Come On
Now Sodt1~ the Indigo Girls cel-
ebrate their ten-year recording
anniversary. The national tour
promoting the new release
comes to Boise Nov. 16 at the
Bank of America Centre.
The Indigo Girls duo of
Amy Ray and Emily Saliers
started singing together in high
s0001 and continued to per-
form in college. .Duing that
de nervous about it.We'll more
or less function the way we
always.have. No matter how
many people we play for, it's
alwaysbeen important to reach
each one of them. That isn't
going to change," Amy said at
the release of Indigo Girls.
Now, after recording for
a decade, the duo seem to have
everything under control. The
Indigo Girls continue to receive
recognition for their music.
They have been nominated six
times for a Grammy Award and
won the 1989 Grammy for best
contemporary folk group.
Their fan base continues to
grow, as their record sales tes- .
tify.One disc went double plat-
inum, three discs hit platinum,
and four achieved gold.
The Indigo Girls have
sold over seven million albums
worldwide.While all these facts
-are impressive, the most
important facet of the Indigo
Girls remains their ability to
reach out to listeners and touch
their hearts.
Boise is in for a special
treat when these two come to
town. Michelle Malone will
open for the Indigo Girls.
.time, the duo never approached .
the major labelsand managed to
produce their first single in
1985. Two years later, they fol-
lowed it with the album Strange
Fires. After college, the Indigo
Girls started to make the rounds
on the indie circuit, and eventu-
ally the Epic Record label heard
them and signed the duo to a
recording contract.
The release of their first
album under the Epic label
raised mixed emotions for the
pair. "We never expected to be
on a major label and we're a lit-
• , . c . •
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Theatre arts brings exuberant
King Stag to the stage ..
Justin Endow
. aGe writerA king in search of a
queen. His power-hun-
gry minister who seeks the
crown. A cast of raucous peo-
ple and animals paired with
magical mystery and mayhem. .
Combine all these elements and
we have the Boise State theatre
arts department's latest produc-
tion, Killg Slag.
Performed in the ancient
comedia style, notable fo~ the use
of masks and the big and bold
sets and costuming, this 18th
century work by the Italian
playwright Gozzi will attract all
ages.
NEED ..EXTRAMC:Hfm···
EARN $18,000
PARTDME!
Sure you could use the extra
money-who couldn't? The .
Army Reserve can help you
earn more than $18,000 dur-
ing a standard enlistment,
part time, plus some great
benefits, with opportunities to
qualitY for even more money
to continue your education.
You'Dalso be getting valuable
hands-on skill training that
will last you a lifetime.
Good extra money. Lots of
opportunities. A place to
make new friends. Give the
Army Reserve your serious
consideration.
Think about it.
Then think about us.
ThcncaU:
(108) 375-7009 Boise
(to8)~7-444' Nampa
. • ALI. 101 CAN~
.ARMY. USERVE
Elaborate costuming and stage work
punctuate the mayhem in King Stag.
"This play is your typical
power-love-story-fairy-tale,"
says Michael Baltzell, theatre
arts professor and director of
Killg Slag. The king searches far
and wide for a wife, eventually
interviewing 2,784 women. 'As
he gets more and more desper-
ate, he begins looking among
the common women.
l\t the same time, one of
his mimsrcrs, Tartaglia,
schemes to wrest power for
himself. After failing to marry
his daughter to the king, he
tricks the monarch into magi-
cally leaving his body for that of
a stag. Tartaglia then takes the
king's body, and thus the story
goes.
Ken Rothwell plays the
king, Lynn Berg is Tartaglia and
Jenny Brown appears as
Angela, the kings eventual love
interest.
}(ill.g SIt/,f!.will run at 7:30
p.m. on NO\: 11-13 and 17~20
with additional daytime per-
formances at 2 p.m. Nov. 13, 14
and 20 and at 10:30 a.m. NO\:
12 and 19. A special reception
at 12:30 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 14
will allow families to meet the
characters. The Morrison Cen-
ter Stage II will hold all show-
ings. Call the theatre arts
department at 426-3980 for
ticket information. i
i
I
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ITHE MONY GROUP IS SEEKING YOU, !
TWO INTERNSHIP POSITIONS AVAILABLE
FQR JUNIORS OR SENIORS!
* Private office near college campus
* Securities license paid
* Idaho State Life and Disability Insurance exam paid
* Excellent income opportunities
* Weekly training classes
* Paid internship ( $10 an hour)
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR DECEMBER
GRADUATES!
* Financial Services Four year education program
* Opportunities in Boise and other major cites across the U.S
.* Great income potential
* Securities license paid
* 150 year old, New York based company
If you're interested in anyone of these positions please do the following.
FAX your resume to: Att:Jennifer (208) 345-0929
MAIL your resume to: P.O, Box 7967 Boise, 10 83707
or$ CALL Jenniferat: (208) 345-1010 $
Please yisit our web site at: www.mony.com
Get An Attitude!
,IDS1""". J)
.: sound
Russ Crawforth
A6EWriter
Live now living on its
name
Live's newest CD The Dis-
tan« To Here falls short. Short of
talent, short of uniqueness, and
short of effort. Fresh off a
three-year break, the four-rnern-
ber band must have rushed the
kick-off date of this album. If
listeners want the best Live can
produce, look totheir first CD,
Throuillg Copper.
.: .
I continued to
hear pedestrian
percussion and
guitar, and the
lyrics finally
hit rock bottom
when the
rhymes seemed
.cerny and
forced.
Aside from the opening
track, "The Dolphin's Cry," it
seems the band's well of creativ-
ity has dried up. 'This song suc-
ceeds, featuring pleasant bursts
of energy interspersed with bal-
lad-like lyrics and emotion.
However, the .song's shelf-life
will probably prove to, be short
livedbCOiuseit.recclves\Vliy.to<?
much playon locallUrwave5.
\\
The remainder of the
album makes a steady and sure
trek downhill. Ir offers few
unique sounds and even fewer
never-be fore-heard instrumen-
tals. In fact, many of the
sounds, lyrics and love-starved
themes resemble those super-
group Bon Jovi profited from
in the late 1980's. I even looked
for Jon Bon Jovi's name in the
production staff and/or thank
you's, but they must have paid
him cash under the table to
keep it quiet
The CD's last 12 songs
give us redundant, unchanging
sounds. At the start of each
new track, I hoped for that one
where I could hit repeat and
just sit back and listen a couple
times. Never happened. Instead
1 continued to hear pedestrian
percussion and guitar, and the
lyrics finally hit rock bottom
when the rhymes seemed corny
and forced, "light up a cigarette '
she said/and calm the f!'**
down/you got a serious side to
you/that could give the whole
world a frown." Brilliant? Or
boring and basic?
'Three years off means
nothing if a band rides its name
to sell more CD's. If you've got
company over. and you want
them to leave quickly, pop in
live's new album.
Serious.
30f 10.
c'--------e_I
STP comes up big
Not since their debut
album Core have the Stone
Temple Pilots come up this big.
Their newest and fourth CD
release, simply titled No 4,
sounds as far from simple as
possible. Scott Weiland and
company outdid themselves
this time.
Nobody can ignore the
first track, "Down!' Listeners
have heard it on local radio sta-
tions for weeks now. With a
tremendous, ripping guitar and
Weiland's deep-reaching voice
belting out his own, crafted
lyrics, the song establishes a
difficult act to follow for the
ensuing ten tracks. Somehow,
the next ten songs live up to
that high level.
In classic STP fashion,
the band and its producer man-
age perfectly to mix mostly
heavy, pounding songs with
just a few slow and methodical
ones. Two of those slow songs,
"Sour Girl" and "Glide,"
briefly suspend the CD's torrid
songs and quick pace, but the
album sacrifices no quality.
STP proved on past CDs that
they can perform ballads quite
successfully. .
The ,band's message
rings through crystal clear at
times. Track number nine, "I
Got You," seems to be a self-
comment on Weiland's own
drug problems. "I Got
You/But it's the craving for the
good life/That sees me
through troubled times/When
my mind begins to wander to
the spoon!' Unfortunately,
Weiland's current year-long jail
stint (due to drug abuse) will
postpone the band's work on
its next CD.
Famous for albums end-
ing on 'a high, strong note, the
Pilots don't disappoint on this
album. '~tlanta" sounds like a
Doors tribute, and Weiland IS
Jim Morrison. 'The final, wind-
, ing and rhythmic tune gently
sets listeners down softly after
a wild, sweetride.
9 of 10.
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University leader-
ship fails its stu-
dents
Letter to the Editor:
Boise State administra-
tors sure have it nice! They
take credit for growing enroll-
ment, expanding academic
programs and university ath-
letic success. Then they play
down their failures in the
areas of class registration,
financial aid and student serv-
ices. And that's what they are .
folks ...failuresl Students can
still look forward to long class
registration lines, an ineffi-
cient financial aid process and
miscommunication problems
that leave students confused
and unaware of the new uni-
versity policies and proce-
dures. Administrators point
fingers at software glitches,
"growing pains" and even
Y2K. In fact, they point to
everything but themselves!
This isn't rocket science!! Stu-
dents should have access to
telephone or Internet registra-
tion. Students should have
confidence that if they fulfill
their obligations they can
expect their financial aid on
time and from an office run in
a professional and organized
manner. Students should be
able to go to one administra-
tive office and. receive the
same answer to a policy ques-
tion that another office gives.
But more importantly, they
should have had these things
ten years ago like the majority
of institutions of higher learn-
ing in the country! Moreover,
these are problems not even
faced by students at other insti-
tutions in the state of Idaho. So
why the problems? No, it's not
PeopleSoft. It is the failure of
University leadership to view
higher learning as a business
that serves customers. There is
lack of focus on customer
service at this university. The
administration sees this cam-
pus as an urban university that
has a monopoly on the busi-
ness of educating college stu-
dents. Therefore the mind set
is a "where else will students
go?" Boise State realizes it
doesn't have to fight for stu-
dents. There might be some
moans and complaints but
administrators can turn a deaf
ear knowing it won't affect
, their bottom line. The facts are
simple. If BSU was in a college
town and having to compete
with other institutions, it would
have been bankrupt long ago.
So until the current philosophy
changes, Boise State students
can count on frustrations to
continue. Next time you com-
plain to Dr. Ruch, Bill Rudd or
Dr. Blake about how the uni-
versity deals with its students
don't ask what they are doing
to solve the problem. They've'
been talking for years ...ask,
them about results.
Rob Perucca
Boise State Senior, Polit-
ical Science
Hey ASBSUI Give
voters more credit.
Dear Editor:
tvly name is Eric Ellis and
draw the Fishbowl cartoon
strip, which has been a weekly
feature in TIJi'Arbiter for the last
four years. I have recently come
under some flack from various
factions for a faux election
campaign featuring one of my
cartoons characters. Several
"write in Moses for president"
flyers are posted around cam-
pus as a tie-in with the Nov. 3
strip. This Fishbowl episode
(which ran the day after the
REAL elections) featured
Moses announcing his inten-
tion to run for office. The strip
was meant to be an ironic com-
ment on the recent wave of
unqualified celebrities who
have publicly hinted that they
would not be averse to running
for the U.S. presidential office.
Now, obviously Moses is
a fictional character. He, exists
only in my head and in the car-
toon features I draw. He can't
run for office, because if he
won there would be no one to
actually hold the office. Let's
assume for the sake of argu-
ment that anyone attending col-
lege is intelligent enough to
. comprehend this.
\X1hat if some BSU stu-
dent was silly enough to write a
fictional character in on his offi-
cial ASBSU ballot? He would
be throwing his vote away,
right? However, in every
national election both Alfred E.
Neuman and Mickey Mouse
receive a sizable number of
votes. We must assume that
those who vote for cartoon
characters are cognizant of the
fact that their fictional charac-
ters will not win the election.
Are all those folks just throwing
their votes in the trash?
Perhaps they mean to
make a statement. It might be
something like this: "Politics are
c.... ..,.......•: .. ·
C~
silly." Lots of people recognize
that the status quo is plenty
ridiculous; lies seem to be the
signature' of modern politicos,
and corruption is the rule
rather than the exception in
\Vashingron. It seems that any-
one who actually wants to run
for office is so power-hungry
and corrupt by their very
nature that we should not trust
them in positions of power.
Maybe the Alfred E. Neuman
voters are saying; "I don't want
to vote for any of you. You are
all politicians and I don't like
politicians." This is certainly a
valid sentiment and though one
might argue about the produc-
tivity of the vote, it is the right
of each voter to express such a
sentiment. The elections, which
are designed to monitor the
opinions of the populace at
large, seem to me to be an
appropriate forum for this sen-
timent.
On election day, if any
. student were to write in Moses
on his ballot he or she might be
making a similar statement.
They may feel that campus pol-
itics are ineffectual and silly and .
that they are taken too seri-
ously. They could be saying that
these fake elections are nothing
but a big popularity contest for
fraternity / sorority members.
They might think that anyone
who wants to get on the politi-
cal track is too puffed up and
full of themselves to deserve
an office in the first place. All
of these are valid opinions and
the voter's right to make his or
her opinion known is integral
to the purpose and function of
the elections. Every student
should have the right to
choose, even if. that choice is
"none of the above." Whatever
you opinion, make it known-
don't forget to vote in the
ASBSU elections on Nov. 10-
11.
Eric D. Ellis
Idaho lawmakers just
don't understand
To the editor:
On Oct. 29, students
from the various state sup-
ported colleges and universities
marched to the statehouse
demanding more state funding
for higher education.
As a student at Boise
State University I wholeheart-
edly support the demand for
more money to fund our edu-
cation. The cost of ruition has
risen a ridiculous 100 percent
over the past 10 years while at
the same time legislative sup-
port for higher education has
decreased 50 percent. This is
criminal.
State. Senator Hal Bun-
derson (R-Meridian) has said
that when crime decreases, then
and only then will education
become a priority. Senator
Bunderson: GET A· CLUEI If
Idaho educates her population
chances are fairly good that
crime ,will go down. Employed,
well paid citizens normally do
not commit crimes. They pay
taxes and work for the better-
ment of our society.
Perhaps the good sena-
tor should pay a visit to BSU
and see first hand how hard the
students are working to better
. themselves and subsequently
add to Idaho's most sacred
resource-a well educated pop-
ulation. I urge each and every
citizen in Idaho to tell their leg-
islator that they support educa-
tion at all levels.
Duane Ayers
..,-
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eyes and sparks shoot out of trash talk: "Hey, jerk. I believe
his head, sometimes reaching the qualities you display on the
lengths of 12 inches. Man, hardwood pale in comparison
that's really unusual. So I sup- to what I consider to be my
port it, but I think it's suffi- greatest strengths. And I fully
ciently cruel and unusual to intend to make this basketball
merit electrocuting the execu- go through that hoop with the
tioners, too. Immediately after utmost commitment and per-
the serial killer convulses into a severance-punk!"
gelatinous mass, we should They were too safe. Just
assign someone the duty of once, I'd like to see anyone
strapping the warden and his involved in these forums stand'
minions into electric chairs and' up and shout, ''All power to
keep the parade marching. I'm Satan!" Wait-I mink it just
sure there would .be a market happened. I'm writing this as I
for it somewhere on DirecT\'. view me debate, and Bradley
It would never end-Sparks just cited Gorbachev as an
Across America! exemplary world leader.
world's policeman. never speaks to you, either, then Incidentally, my barbar- Moving on to the
I think gay people are you aren't debating. ian tendencies have nothing to Republican "debate," the fol-
missing out on really good sex. These were fabricated do with concern for the vic- lowing is a reasonably apt
I grudgingly accept that gatherings for television in tirns, I'm simply bored with . summation:
children are, unfortunately, our which the candidates bravely everything else-and head Orrin Hatch: "Blah blah
future. fielded questions from carefully sparks area hell of a lot more blah."
I believe President Clin- selected morons who were exciting man Al Gore aqd!Bill:". ':.;' Gary Bauer: "BIal1. The
ton is a big fat stupid liar. required to submit their ques- Bradley talking to an a~ericii·;':;Bible. Blah."
I mink it's bad for U.S. tions in advance-just in case of mildly retarded YR'" Steve Forbes: "Blah.
soldiers to die. someone inquired about a sub- during which I hear at tax. Blah."
I support campaign- jeer on which the .bad ideas such as: 1), John McCain: "Blah."
finance reform. I also support yet to be briefe.~;r::(~), should be better,ari'ffi~}:( . Alan Keyes: ''You can't
magic gypsies. ator Bradley, w~¥~;timeis it?"" hlgful can:ipif~-fifuilice' :\'have self-government without
Um .,. let's see ... John Basically, theYt,~~~e'Tv shows, reform s~ow'4?ec~risidc#ea.:.·, self-discipline ... If you enslave:::~n~;:I~:~~: ~:::~!!~'~~~'II~.~~: :;~~;:
way too big for his little Lep- Gore/Bradley show, thevotethemselves'tnori~Y"''M:0stt1le government to tax you
rechaun body. Supreme Court prepared to of the questionss~ood~od.~ectIy, rather than imp<:>sing
Well, that about takes deliberate upon thefollo\\;ng something like tlUs:excis~taxes in thefree~et,
:::fl~:n:;X;:,~~t~~~";::'Nt~ fund=~::z::"~.··~~;~~f;ifii1(
campaign begins.Me~\VFI~,,~~,eg':llX>u~,~.:L~lP~titio' everyb?dy?',' •.....•.•..•...'. " ". o". ,'0 ,.Keresad\Ta1lced a lime:·.
however, rm.thorougWy~u-' l~s pMo~ophy~tigat~d
eating myselfon "the iS~1l6~~'l,. ofr~o1h:,fIe's'the '~ri1i~di-;
actually watched the entire
October debate between Al
Gore and Bill Bradley as well
as, within one platitude-laden
week, the entire debate among So I'll put the question to sle¥i 'P9lij:if#triiStil~!GP'li,Cited his ~ .... "6
...",.,:.,..,>.",.1 <,,,,.'.",-,, .'. . . . .
the Republican candidates. As a stern constitutionalist, I' '. ',',.' ,', '~~\wli' }toQk
,-jJ' r;';,)' :j4P~-/J~\
Actually, neither event was a torn. But I favor electrocutio ven~,;'" , .
debate. In a debate, the folks Of course it's crue ",~ he we~~4t/;
who are purportedly debating, yeah-it's a bit unus
speak to each other. If you . someone in a chair .
never speak direcdy do the per- send thousands of un
son against. whom you're volts through his quivering
debating, and' your opponent while blood trickles from
D
Don't forget to vote ...next year
Damon Hunzeker
Columnist
Is everybody read)'?It's getting close-s-only 344
more polling days until the
presidential election. This year
I'm going to be smart and get all
of my polls out of the way and
gift-wrapped before everybody
else. Actually, when I wrap gifts,
they end up looking like some-
thing a parrot crapped on, but I
can already anticipate the poll
questions, so instead, I'll pro-
vide m)' answers right now in
one convenient screed:
I don't want to par any
more taxes.
Screw Medicare.
Screw FICA.
Screw Social Security.
I'm against schoolyard
killing sprees.
I'm against killing sprees
at Xerox factories.
I'm against killing sprees
at boat-repair factories.
I'm against killing sprees
at mortgage offices.
Regarding everything bad,
education is the key to making a
difference.
I support the earth. Go
Earthl
I'm glad America is .the
.--...0----') c"' _
'-
All About Elections
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Local
Lose
National
Official'
Poll
Register
State
Trail
Vote'
Win
There's.just something funny about
these Tibetan monks using a payphone at
Boise State. We thought we'd share.
Absentee
Ballot
Election
Landslide
Lead
-'
lI.
ORiENTAL
EXPRESS
LUNCH" DINNER, DINE IN or CARRY OUT
Call or Fax in To Go Orders ~~-0
Professional Seamstress
Bridal
Alterations
Dress Making
Tuxedo Rentals
All Gowns
"One of a Kind"
Originals
'T'he'T'reasure §arden
CheCk ~t our hWJe se(ections 0/
vinta8e tt retro crothil~ tt assecories
~(( tyyes if ~nriques tt Co(fectabfes.
Something for everyone.
'v~
." 4 Cr ... Pop. • •.•••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 2.75
" 8 Pot Stich,. (Aft., 2p.) ...............••.. 3.15
, Mud.,I. Hot,(lI'cll.. . ..•.......•......••.. 4.15
" L•• o. (lI'ck 4.50
, c ••• , •• T.o'. (hick••••••••• " •.••••••••••• 4.50
, Mo•• olI •• I •• f ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4.50
" Yole•• o SIr,I., ••••.••••••.•••..••.••.•••• 5.25, H.",. F•• II, - -.-.-.. 4;25
Bring us a picture of your dream
dress, and we'll customize your
gown. Custom made to your
specifications with the fabrics
of your choice.
We also serve Vegetarian dishes!
Telephone (208) 345-8868 110 lIorth 11th Street
V Fu (208)345-8848 Boise, Idaho83702 .~
208-322-8919,
4299 Chinden Blvd.
Garden .City , Idaho
6S21'Usticfffuf.
'J30tS~/1'1)83704
(208) 323-7717
.\
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Fishbowl By: Eric Ellis
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KQFC, Boise State Athletics and the Boise State Alumni Association present:5min
from
BSU
AN ALTERNA1M IMPORI'SIORE
.,-
ew Shipment of clothes in !
ther gifts for X·mas arriving soon,
Desks starting at $29,95
We also carry sterling silver jewelry
3S20 Chinden
GardenCity. Id 83714
(zo8) ]44-6854
Pre-game event
Begins 2 hours before kick-off in the North End Grass field area
Uve Band· Big Country
. Kids activities
804WEn FORI'STREET
CXH)P SHOPPING CENTtR
008) JJ1-1111
OPEN M-SAT: l0-6PM • SUN: 11-5PM
C!..t~- F-C!..t~1
Fresh grilled food
Student Organizations promoting the Blue and Orange Spirit-
Bring your family and friends· the place to be before
Come out and
home football games.
Broncos against
New Mexico State!
SpeciaJ thanks to: TheArbn~r,P~leyTransferand Storage, andJuke P~rtyExp,I'eS§~
("-" -----•
•
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14'x48' 2 bedroom, 1
bath, mobile .home, '95 Fleet-
wood. Must be moved. Make
offer.
The Arbiter
Ad rep needed. For info
call Brad at 345-8204.
For RentBoise's Best
.Part-time
Job for Students!
Help Wanted
ServicesUnited Parcel Service
Employment
EE
~
$6,000.00 per month
processing government mort-
gage refunds. No experience
necessary.1-888-649-3435
Help Wanted
Drywall hangers and
tapers needed. California, San
Francisco Bay area. 9-cent' to
14-cent multi-family projects.
Weekly pay. No housing pro-
vided. Must have transportation
to job. 1-800-456-4160.
HOUSES/APARTMENTS
Female non-smoking
roommate wanted. Share 2 bed-
room, 1bath apartment close to
BSU. $262.50 + utilities. Need
responsible, clean, and fairly
quiet female. Lived in Japan 2
years, seeking someone respect-
ful of Asian lifestyle.371-6218.
$8.50/hr
Full Benefits
No Weekends
Weekly Paychecks
4 Shifts to Choose From
Information:
On-Campus Call:
426·1745
On th~ Web:
www.upsJobs.com
GOT SOMETHIN'
TOSAY?I?REPRESENT NATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS
Make yourself heard with
a classified ad!The .Arbiter offers
FREE classified ad space for
BSU students! Up to 25 words,
at no cost, for any BSU students
who want to place a non-busi-
ness classified ad. Want to place
an ad to make 'a little extra
money? No problem, The
Arbiter also offers very reason-
able prices for business classi-
fied and displayads. So give us a
call at 345-8204.Free Drinks!
including:
Smithsonian Institution
National Geographic Society
National Audubon Society
Market Research
Northwest Research
Group in downtown Boise is
hiring telephone interviewers to
conduct opinion surveys over
the phonc. Flexible evening and
weekend hours available. No
sales. S7.50 per hour. Call 208-
364-0171 for info EOE.
ROOMMATES
NEEDED
2 guys looking for laid
back people to shack up with.
Our house is cool as hell. If you
are interested 'call Jim @ 368-
9741.
....
UPS is an EqUal Opportunity,
Affirmative Action Employer.
Design your own schedule
weekend and evening hours.
(208) 376-4480
interviews by appointment\
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Recreation
~
Want to go to Cancun for
Spring Break' 2000? Deadline
November 15th for free meals'
and 32 hours of free drinks.
Contact Anna, 433-1123.
Women's rugby.Tues. and
Thurs. @ 6:30 p.m. West Jr.
High. No experience required.
We' need you ladies! Contact
Annesa 338-5629 or Dawn 384-
9341.
Attract more than jllst flies!
Expose YOllrself!
The BSU Film Club is
seeking student organizations to
make promo clips for. For info;
dead-eight@yahoo.com
-SEOJobs
Below--------
For Jobs Listed. Below
go to the Student Employ-
ment Office.
NON-WORK STUDY;
Job Title: Cashier / bar-
rista Start date: ASAP Job
Number: 3169Wage:$5.15 per
hour to start plus tips
Hours/Week: 15 to 30 hours
per week. Primary Duties: Cus-
tomer service, creating specialty
coffee drinks and cashier duties.
Minimum Qualifications: Previ-
ous experience helpful and
excellent customer services
skillsa must.
Job Title: Waitpers9ns
(severalpositions available)Start
date:,.AS,Ap]QbNll!11b~r:.~1.Jl
.Wage: $5.50 to $8.00' per hour
plus benefits package and incen-
tive . bonus' . a.Janable.
(,-;. -',' ',. - '. "I,.'
~..~.)..~
LclasSifiec:..l c--------.c-.•
Hours/Week: Very flexible..
11:00 am to 9:00pm Sunday
through Thursday 11:00 am
tolO:00pm Friday and Satur-
day all shifts available.Primary
Duties: Customer service,
food preparation and other
duties as assigned.
WORK STUDY;
Job Title: Office assis-
tant Start date: ASAP Job
Number: 2031 Wage: $6.00
per hour. Hours/Week: 10-15
hours per week, will work
around class schedule. Primary
Duties: Copying (Xerox
machine) tests, handouts, lab
materials, .etc. for Biology
classes. Typing of tests, letters,
and department forms, etc, on
computer and typewriter.Filing,
ordering office supplies, office
errands, etc. Posting job
announcements, bulletin board
maintenance
..,
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Job Title: Customer
Service Start date: ASAP Job
Number: 3035Wage:$6.00per
hour + Tips. Hours/Week:. 20
to 25 hours per week. Primary
Duties: Counter service for
customers in a pizza restaurant
Minimum Qualifications: No
experience necessary.
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We have a pretty interesting offer for you. We'll compensate you for participat-
ing in im investigational study of a potential treatment for the cominon cold. To
qualify, you must be currently experiencing one or more symptoms of a cold.
(Youknow-stuffy nose, cough, sore throat.) And you must call us
immediately-we need to catch your cold as early as possible!
If you're qualified, we will compensate you for your time and travel
costs to participate in the study. You'll also receive medical evaluations and
investigational medications related to the study. .
. $0 if yoU feel like you're getting a cold. please
call us NOW!
CALL1-877-5fUFfY-1
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BS~ North Boise
& South East Boise
1323 Broadway Ave.
South Franklin
& The Connector
2404 S. Orchard Rd.
342-5050
North Boise, Eagle
& Garden City
6940 West State St.
853-7100
Who is in control of your life?
• Do you see yourself as a victim of
circumstances beyond your control?
• Discover how God sees you ;.-as His
beloved child.
• Learn how and understand of His
love and guidance can bring to your
life meaning and true
freedom.
You're invited to hear a talk
by a Christian Scientist, Susan Cobb.
Tuesday, Nov. 16, 1999 at 7 p.m.
Student Union Building, Hatch-DBallroom
Better ~ngredients~
Bet.rer Pizza.
~
FREE DELIVERY AND CARRY OUT
We Accept N' . -I
Visa & MasterCard . OWopen ~ntl
~r~:r ON-LINE 2:30 a.m. Fri. & Sat.
www.papaJohns.com for your late night cravings!"
367- 9200 *Broadway store only!
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Susan works full-time helping people
heal physical and emotional wounds
through prayer alone, using the ideas
contained in Mary Baker Eddy's
primary work on spiritual healing,
Science and Health with Key to the
.Scriptures.
This talk Is made possible by..the members of .
First Church of. Christ,. Scllmtlst,Bolse. .
. For more Information; call 342-8265
BUSINESS
IS EXPLODING
WEALTH THROUGH
THE INTERNET
EARN A FREE CAR
AND HOUSE
PAYMENT
.1-887-999·0555
OR
www.NFL.NET/2051
1
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ProvidesEB.E_EATTORNEYCONSU LTATIONS.
'with.iiJoCCilprivate.lawyer:·for most legal ..;
pr()b,I~rn~.....ygul11ay·•.·have.,.••.includingdiyorce, ..
Jan~19rdpr()blerns,'chi I~.•cu!ttodyiandich iId .
support, c()lleqtionand ,debt probl~ms,
Q.tJ.I/c:ri..ro.inal,t:lnd ••..•,in~uranC~{i.~j,u.ry.:q·u·estions.
. .... . ·.:T~KE.ADVANTAGE!· .' . .
1~!!~!fi.i~~tll(t~ei~f~~i~~1~1~~~~«~r~
STUDENTS! REMINDER!
. ,
